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G-FORCE LASER TAG™ 
Laser Tag is a high energy hi-tech game of strategy and  
teamwork.  We play games like C.T.F., T.D.M,           
Juggernaut, Black Hawk Down, Hunger Games, and 
many more.  We can even customize game scenarios to 
fit your particular company, group or theme.   

Players will be having so much fun they won’t even real-
ize they are learning valuable lessons such as: •    
Teamwork • Leadership Skills • Strategizing Skills • Self 
Confidence • Good Sportsmanship 
 

EVERYONE CAN PLAY: At G-Force we pride ourselves 
on our ability to play almost anyone who wants to have 
fun. If you have mobility issues or other limitations NO 
BIG DEAL, we can accommodate you! Our staff is     
creative, and we want  everyone to play. 
 

G-Force Laser Tag™ can be played in the woods, in a 
field, on a basketball court, in a library, even in a man-
sion. In an area as large as a football field or as small as 
a school gym. We can even play on ice, or hallways. 
Our taggers have a range of up to 1800 ft. Where do 
you want to play? 



G-FORCE Archery Tag®  
Archery Tag® offers a unique and fun way for people of 
all ages to enjoy archery! 
 

What is Archery Tag®? 
Archery Tag® is played similar to dodgeball with our 
bows and patented foam-tipped arrows. This exciting, 
action-packed game offers the ultimate family-friendly 
experience that engages everyone. Don't miss out on 
Tag... The game you never outgrow! 
 

Archery Tag® Game Play 
Two teams, consisting of 8 players each playing oppo-
site one another, are separated by a "safe zone." Each 
team also has what we call a "5-Spot Knockout Target." 
There are two objectives: 1) to hit the opponents, and 2) 
to knock out the five discs of the opposing team's target. 
You eliminate a player by hitting him or her with an      
arrow, or by catching his or her arrow. The 5-Spot      
Targets work to save a "life" of one of the players. A "hit" 
player can be called back into the game when a target 
spot is knocked out or when a teammate catches an   
arrow. 
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Is it Safe? 
Unlike some other 
sports, the only 
safety equipment   
required to play Ar-
chery Tag® is a facemask. Players experience virtually 
no pain when "hit" with our Archery Tag® arrows. 
 

Players will be having so much fun they won’t even     
realize they are learning valuable lessons such as: •    
Teamwork • Leadership Skills • Strategizing Skills • Self 
Confidence • Good Sportsmanship 
 

Where do you want to play? G-Force Archery Tag® can 
be played in a field, on a basketball court and school 
gym.  



Welcome to Hoverball (S.A.F.E. Archery!) 
 

The patented S.A.F.E. Archery™ Arrow, with the exclu-
sive Safe Nock™ and soft foam tip, offers the same 
flight characteristics of a standard arrow yet is much 
safer, allowing opportunities to shoot indoors without 
special netting! The large foam tip makes it great for 
the kids and adults to shoot in the backyard -- no more 
lost arrows! 
 

Whether you have been shooting for years or have 
never picked up a bow, Arrows with a soft tip Arrows 
offer a new way to experience archery.  
 

Additionally, it is a great way to get kids and Adults in-
volved with archery as well as providing a fun activity 
that enhances eye-hand coordination, increases upper 
body strength, and helps to develop self-discipline. The 
S.A.F.E. Archery™ Arrow is safe and fun for everyone! 
 

Archery that is safe and fun for everyone! 
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Bumper Soccer 
 Bumper Soccer is just too fun!  Clearly, this is a 
fun game to play. People who play soccer all the time 
find it a fun variation on a game they love, pushing 
them to develop new strategies for passing and      
scoring, and those who have never played soccer    
before relish a game that is a combination of bumper 
cars, pillow fighting, and sumo wrestling on a field with 
teams and a goal and a ball. 

The game is especially popular as a company        
team-builder, and as an icebreaker at corporate        
retreats It gets everyone laughing, and vents tensions 
in a positive, enjoyable way. 



G-Force Gyro 
    Our Three-dimensional Human G-Force Gyroscope is 
a  Self Propelled One Person Ride. Originally developed 
by NASA in the 1960's for use in the training program of 
the Apollo and Gemini Astronauts, Gyroscopes have   
enabled astronauts to become comfortable with the sim-
ulated experience of weightlessness and the roll and 
tumble associated in outer space.      

The G-Force Gyroscope players enjoy the rotation of 
360, and the speed can be quick or slow  as the  rider 
desires. The rider will feel the freedom of free three-
dimensional rotation, it's relaxing, and it can strengthen 
your body all at the same time, and best of all it's fun! 
Combine the free three-dimensional rotation, with the 
fun, and people crazy over the G-Force Gyroscope.  It is 
suitable for players above 8 years old and with a height 
range from 4' 6"' ~ 6' 3" tall with a maximum weight of 
350lbs. 



The Extreme G-Force Challenge is An        
Incredible 150 Foot Inflatable Military Style 

Obstacle Course. 
 

    This inflatable course will challenge competitors to 
navigate a series of military-style obstacles rivaling a 
first week of boot camp. An extreme mammoth struc-
ture at 150'-long, complete with tires, giant barriers 
and a huge slide; There is even a vertical wall to scale. 
There is a challenging hill to climb, a laser beam field 
and you still must face another obstacle before climb-
ing your way to the top and sliding to victory! 

 

    This not your standard 80 foot obstacle course. This 
is The 150' Foot G-Force Challenge!! 
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2 Person Sumo Wrestling Game 
    A fun way for most ages to try their balancing and 
agility skills against each other, one will achieve ulti-
mate victory in G-Force Sumo Wrestling.  

    Spice Up Your Event with G-Force Sumo Wrestling! 
It will make you laugh your you know what off.   Our 
Sumo Wrestler game is complete with 2 sets of suits 
for a faster through put.    G-Force Sumo includes an   
inflated wrestling ring and mat.  

     This game is for two (2) people at a time. Players 
climb in to our Sumo Arena wearing their large Sumo 
Wrestling Suits. Using their bellies they try to knock 
over their opponent to gain points for the win.  



Wipeout Balls  
G-Force introduces our new 42’ interactive skill and agil-
ity course, Wipeout Balls. Its perfect for anyone who has 
ever dreamed of bouncing or running through clouds. 
Four giant inflatable balls dare you to leap or run across 
from ball to ball until you reach the other side. Simply 
climb up a slide ladder and on the to the launch platform 
and go! It's like a video game come to life. 

 

Here’s your shot to become a ROCK Star superhero. 
Think you have what it takes? It’s harder than it looks! 

 

Obstacle tips: 

Try to take 1 step with each foot on each ball to get 
across swiftly, or you can try the leap frog method over 
4 giant red balls. 

Less than 50% succeed… Good luck! 

 

If you do make it across, it’s definitely time to party be-
cause THAT is 
impressive! 
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6 Person Wrecking Ball Game 
    A fun way for most ages to try their balancing and 
agility skills against each in order to claim victory in    
G-Force Wrecking Ball. 

    This game is for two (2) to six (6) people at a time. 
Players climb on top of their inflatable pedestals from 
the main platform. Using the giant, yet soft, ball hang-
ing from the top of the bounce-house they hurl The 
Wrecking Ball at their opponents, attempting to knock 
them off their inflatable pad. Whoever grabs the wreck-
ing ball after it hits someone gets to fling it at another 
player! The last player standing is the champion. 



Giant Bounce House, Jousting & Boxing 
Combo Inflatable 

    A fun way for "kids" of all ages to try their Jousting 
and Boxing skills against each other, or they can just 
bounce all over.  

    The G-Force Bouncing, Jousting and Boxing Combi-
nation Arena can easily be changed from one activity 
to another in under a minute. What a deal!  
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 27' Cliff Hanger Inflatable Slide 
Standing almost three stories tall, this two-lane slide is 
sure to thrill! Just climb up the middle ladder to the top 
of the inflatable and grab onto the rings.  Once the 
adrenaline settles, let go of the rings, and drop almost 
straight-down the 27' steep slide.   



 

 22’ Rock Climbing Inflatable Slide 
Rent this huge interactive inflatable for all types 
of events including school festivals, chuch re-
treats, corporate functions and camp re-
treats.  It has 2 tunnels, pop up obstacles a 
large climbing wall, and 2 slides.  
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38’  Obstacle Course  
This 38 feet of running, jumping, crawling and racing. 
Give all your friends a challenge at your event with this 
obstacle. This unit provides bright colors being sure to 
catch anyones eye to your event. Get everyone's 
adrenaline rushing at your next event with this obsta-
cle. You can also attach our 22’ Rock Climbing Inflata-
ble Slide for an amazing time. 
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Fun Racer  Obstacle Course & Slide                
35L x 40W x 16H feet  



Mini Racer Obstacle Course Slide Combo 
25L x 22W x 14H   

Crayon Toddler Unit  
22L x 20W x 12H  

Ages 2 ~ 7 



Carnival Games and Activities 
 

Looking for a carnival day on campus?  

 We have many carnival games and activities!   
Such as… 

 Real time high quality, printable items like coffee 
cups, magazine covers, tee-shirts and more. 

 Interactive carnival games including Potty Ball, 
Ring Toss, Balloon Pop, Corn Hole, and many more. 

 

 Don’t forget we have Cotton Candy, Snow 
Cones, Popcorn, and all of our inflatables, Caricatur-
ists, Balloon Artist, Henna Tattooists, Air Brush Tattoos, 
Face Painters, Our Magician, and Photo Booth to 
round out your carnival experience. 

  

 … But No Scary Clowns 

 

 We are always adding new and exciting item.  If 
you think we don’t have it,  just ask. 
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Ultimate Twister64  
    Our Ultimate Twister64 board.  Everything is the 
same as the time tested 4 person board, just super 
sized. 

    Twister is a game of physical skill produced by 
Hasbro Games and remade in to Super-sized Ultimate 
Twister64. 

        New twist on Twister64 uses 2 Twister64 boards 
and play team against team 



G-Force Gaga Ball 
    G-Force Gaga is a fast paced, high energy sport 
played in an octagon pit. The more players the better! 
Played with a special ball called a GaGa Ball, this safe 
game combines the skills of dodging, striking, running, 
and jumping, while trying to hit opponents with a ball   
below the knees. Players need to keep moving to avoid 
getting hit by the ball. Fun and easy, everyone gets a  
serious workout. 

        Easily addictive, people can't wait to get back in the 
pit. The games move quickly...after a few short minutes, 
the action heats up with a second ball, sure to get even 
the best players out within minutes. Once the game 
ends, everyone is back in for the next round. 
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Basketball Challenge  
 

Our fast-paced competitive Basketball Challenge      
inflatable game will have participants offering up their 
best shots, in this dueling basketball game unlike any 
other. Each player can engage in a crossover shooting 
action as they try to make baskets, and as the ball    
return from each shot makes it to the opponent's lane, 
the first player to get rid of all their basketballs rules 
this inflatable court. Loads of fun, this game is fast and 
furious. They'll keep coming back for this one.  
 

Create a little friendly competition at your next party 
with the Basketball Challenge game. Whether you nail 
the jumper or get an air ball, this bouncy inflatable  
basketball game will send the ball back for another try. 
Awesome fun for all ages! 



Football Challenge Game 
 

Our Football Challenge Game is an exciting inflatable game that 
lets players young and old show off their passing game. Future 
quarterbacks can face off with each other, as they throw the 
football across the field to the back wall that holds a line of     
receivers. Once the pass is completed, the football then is      
returned to the opposing quarterback's lane. The competitive 
spirit of this inflatable game really gets going as each player 
tries to get rid of all of their footballs to win the game. 
 

The Football Challenge inflatable game is a great way to       
promote exercise, healthy competition and sportsmanship, and 
is a fun addition to any birthday party or event for guests of any 
age. This inflatable football game will attract future football stars 
to any party or event! 
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Skee Ball  Game 



Soccer Challenge Game 
 

Our Soccer Challenge  inflatable game puts players in 
the competitive mode. Participants take their shot at 
the back wall to score points through the different 
openings. The soccer ball then returns to the opposing 
players lane, and the two kickers then try to get rid of 
all the balls in their lane first. This is a fast-paced inflat-
able game that will surly test your skills. 

 

The Soccer Challenge game is a fantastic way to    
promote exercise, healthy competition and          
sportsmanship, and is a great addition to any birthday 
party or event for guests of any age. 



COTTON CANDY|  SNOW CONE | POPCORN  
From Popcorn, Snow Cones to Cotton Candy we carry 
a variety of machines to keep your guest happy! 

Supplies not included in price.  Ask about our sup-
plies or shop for your own.  All supplies must meet our 
requirements. 



Tent Rental 
Large or small we do it all!  

    Allow us to be of service for all your personal and 
professional tent needs. We at G-Force Adventures 
understand the responsibilities of a special event, 
and are here to assist in making your event as     
successful.  

    G-Force Adventures tent rental division has      
reputation for providing excellent products and      
service.  

 Available in many sizes, with or without sides. 
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ARTISTS 
	 Caricatures are a great interacƟve form of entertain-

ment for you and your guest.  

	  Our Face Painters can transform your party guests into 
their favorite super hero’s, animals or characters!            
Our painters use only non-toxic paint.  

	 Henna TaƩoos will darken over the next few days and 
will last 1-3 weeks.    

	 We provide Temporary Airbrush TaƩoos for all types of 
events.  

No event is too small or large. Our paints are safe and can 
last up to 2 weeks. We only use USDA approved paint. 
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Magician & Hypnotist Show 
  

G-Force's shows are designed for fun; no one is ever embarrassed or 
compromised. Mark, our magician, believes the participants in his 
shows are the stars, and he makes them shine.  
  

CLOSE-UP MAGIC  
In particular, these shows include highly skilled sleight-of-hand, along 
with MARKO’s unique ability to make magic happen in your hands. He 
uses cards, coins, ropes, your personal items, and an endless list of 
props to create mini illusions that will knock your socks off.  
 

Stand-Up Magic  
These performances are ideal for groups with fewer than 100 people 
meaning they are a mini version of a stage show, and are suited for 
smaller gatherings. There is plenty of audience participation, and 
shows can be designed for any age or occasion. 

 Stage Performances  

Performances include illusions that will astound and mystify, and all 
shows provide for plenty of audience participation on a volunteer ba-
sis. Stage performances are an excellent idea for companies, confer-
ences, trade shows, orientations, high schools, colleges, fairs, festi-
vals, cruise ships, resorts, private parties, fund raisers... Shows can 
be tailored to meet your specific needs. 

You'll be bent over with laughter. You'll laugh so hard you'll hurt. Mark 
finds 100% of his volunteers’ talents and showcases them in a fun 
and exciting way. Mark turns volunteers into stars using hypnosis to 
extract hidden talents. Volunteers have so much fun that they attend 
future shows to participate again and again. MARKO's hypnosis 
shows will make your events the talk of the town! 
 
        Tasteful - Appropriate - Respectful - Amazing.  
   
 
 



Welcome to The NOSS 
Tour… Bringing a Nightlife Experience to your School!   

Your NOSS Tour Experience Includes:  

Artists:  Our DJ’s are Young, Talented, High Energy, Profes-
sionals, who are hot DJ’s in the Portland club market.  They will  
really connect with students.  Each DJ brings a love and under-
standing of different genres ensuring that what is played during 
the evening is what the students want to hear.    

Sound:  Our high-end sound is the absolute top of the line for 
Mobile Mix-Masters.  Ensuring rich full sound, with clear mids 
and highs that are never tinny or rude, and a bass that is clear, 
punchy and full.   

We can truly fill a venue with sound.    

Lights and Video Monitors: 

The NOSS Tour brings 30ft+ of Trussing with two (2) 65” Video 
Monitors.  Moving Head Theatrical Lighting, High Powered La-
sers, Wash lights, UV Lights and High-Powered Strobes (if ap-
plicable).   

This is a LIGHTSHOW for the Senses!   
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Available Upgrades:  Eatz-N-Beatz… Start the party before 
the main event!  

A great way to increase attendance, this is a really unique op-
tion The NOSS Tour offers. The DJ’s will setup a small, sound 
only show in the lunchroom the day of the event.  They will per-
form and hype the kids to increase buzz about the upcoming 
experience.  

This is a proven way to reach a lot of students and get them 
fired up.    

Want a special color theme for your event?... We can do that 
too!  

We can bring up lighting to help further transform your venue.   

The Students experience starts before they enter the Main 
Event Space!  

We offer some outstanding effect lights for the lobby expanding 
the experience.    

The NOSS Tour is proud to add the Icing on the cake with our 
Dance Stage, C02 Cannon, Haze or Fog (if allowed), Glow Jew-
elry and Light up wearables.  DON’T forget to ask about our VIP 
Lounge area!   

We can even provide custom designed 11”x17” full color post-
ers for you to print and distribute around campus.  We also pro-
vide a smaller version for you to print and place as handouts/
pickups for students.     

For more information or to Book The NOSS Tour, please con-
tact our Booking  Office at 207.554.9998  



Photo Booth 
G-Force Photo Booth helps you entertain your guests 
and sends them home with a memento to cherish forev-
er.  Our high-end booths will make your celebration an 
instant success.  With unlimited usage, your guests can 
come back as  often as they like! 

Also available: 
	 Cool Props 
	 Customized Footer On Your Photo Strip 
	 Customized Green Screen Option 
	 E-mail Your Photos 
	 Upload to Facebook 
	 Text Your Photos 
	 Record Video and Audio 
	 Digital Copy of All Photos From Your Event 
	 On Site Photo Booth Attendant 



Custom Photo Events & Swag 
 

Want it in a photo? Well, we have all the latest rages, 
trends and swag. What better way to commemorate 
your event than with a photo keepsake! 
 
We can put your photo on anything from a magnet to a 
mug, License plates, T-shirts and even mouse pads! 
Choose from buttons, key chains, puzzles, flip flops, 
clipboards, buttons, bag tags, water bottles and more! 
Our newest photo novelties include can coolies, car 
flags, dog tags, tote bags, and poker chips! 
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Double Spinner Spin Art Machine 

Comes with two brackets, so two people can have a 
turn at the same time! Machine is user friendly for both 
painter and attendant. On/off switch is located on back-
side toward attendant. Safety screen on top is hinged 
to provide easy access for attendant. Machine is built 
at a convenient height so you are comfortable while 
creating spin art.  
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Air Brush Tattoos 
 

Airbrush Tattoos from the Party People is a great addi-
tion to any event. Choose from our wide variety of 
stencils and colors for your Airbrush Tattoo and we can 
even make a custom tattoo for your event. Also, check 
out our also available Henna Tattoos.  
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Your One Stop Shop For  
Entertainment 

 
G-Force Adventures  
Brian: 207-227-5562 
Kim: 207-554-9998 

Sales@G-ForceAdventure.com 
G-ForceAdventure.com 
G-ForceLaserTag.com 

 
Serving the Continental        

United States  



207-227-5562 
207-554-9998 

 
CT 203-580-4990 
MA 978-252-0369 
ME 207-512-4999 
NY 516-231-9777 
NH 603-417-4500 
VT 802-227-4500 
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